Hazel Summer Spelling Overview Y4
11.4.16
18.4.16

accident, centre,
century, certain,
circle, decide,
exercise, medicine,

edge, hedge,
sledge, badge,
dodge, fudge,
judge, nudge,

cage, rage, stage,
urge, hinge, large,
orange, change

gem, gerbil,
ginger, magic,
fragile, giant,
giraffe, gentle

complete, consider,
experiment, guide

medicine,
question, island,
natural

25.4.16

crypt, crystal,
gypsy, mystic,
symbol,
abysmal,
mystery, oxygen
hymn, myth,
system,
physical,
typical,
physical,
polygon,
pyjamas,

2.5.16

cryptic, cynic,
bicycle, physics,
analysis,
hysterical,
mysterious,
symmetry,
echo, ache, chord,
scheme, school,
anchor, orchid,
chemist
obey, brochure,
famous, invasion

opposite,
pressure, scene,
fascinate
9.5.16

16.5.16

23.5.16

architect,
character, chorus,
christen, mechanic,
orchestra,
technical, chemical,

league, rogue,
tongue, vague,
dialogue, cheque,
mosque, antique,

cries, dries,
berries, armies,
babies, cities,
ponies

science, scene,
scent, muscle,
fascinate,
schedule, scissors,
crescent

carrying, buried,
funnier, busiest,
merriment,
beautiful,
plentiful

rubbing, digging,
fitted, spotted,
runner, robber,
fattest,

mislead, irregular,
refresh, impatient

Red words will be
personal to child

Red words will
be personal to
child

13.6.16

20.6.16

vein, eighth,
weight, straight,
great, break,
build, guard, guide

knowledge,
length, natural,
often, perhaps,
sentence

address, arrive,
different,

bandage,
language, village,

6.6.16

calendar,
grammar,
particular,
peculiar, popular,
regular, answer,
consider,
though, although,
enough, thought,
through, cough,
early, earth,
continue,
experience,
extreme, height

27.6.16

4.7.16

believe,
breathe,
business, group,
minute,
naughty,
occasionally
forward(s)

forgotten,
admitted,
beginner,
forbidden,
controlling,
equipped, occurring

difficult,
experiment
knowledge,
material, surprise,
library

damage, average,
image, encourage,
message,
cottage, garage
occasionally,
therefore,
crescent, heal

library,
ordinary,
notice,
experience,
purpose,
favourite,
therefore
antique, various,
basically,
collision

gardening, visited,
limiting, benefited,
opening, galloped,
targeting,
misspell,
redecorate,
autobiography,
invasion

11.7.16

intercity,
interact,
international,
interchange,
supermarket,
superstore,
supervisor
antidote,
anticlockwise,
antisocial,
antibiotic,
automatic,
automate,
automobile
This overview is a guide of the spelling rules we will be learning and working on. Your child will also receive a weekly spelling
sheet to practise their spellings on which need to be returned each Monday.
The red words are essential words which do not fit the spelling pattern but are very important!
Most children will work on all the words, however there may be occasions when children have a smaller set or specific word list
on weekly sheet.

